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WALL-MOUNTED PUMP CONTROLLER
The AQUAVAR and AQUAVAR II from Goulds Pumps, the world's first micro-

processor based system pump controller, is now available in a wall-mounted version. It
is ideal for irrigation systems as it automatically cycles lead pump position for even
use, adjusts pump speed to meet demand and stops all pumps when system demand is
zero. The AQUAVAR can also save you money by reducing energy costs and eliminat-
ing large pressure tanks, automatic valves and by-pass lines.
GouldsPumps/315-255-3378, x414
For information, circle 161
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NEWEST TORO TRIPLEX REEL
TRIM MOWER

The Toro Reelmaster 2000-D was introduced
at the GCSM Conference and Show in
February and will begin shipping this
spnng.
Toro improved on the Reelmaster 2300-D
and made it more powerful and simpler for
the operator, which increases its value for golf
course or sports field use. The unit is powered by a
diesel Briggs & Stratton/Daihatsu 19 net hp engine. This addi-
tional power will increase the traction and mowing capabilities on sloped mowing
surfaces, trim and surround areas, and sports fields. The new engine and transmis-
sion are isolation mounted to reduce vibration for the operator. An integrated PTO switch

. includes 3WD engagement to simplify its operation, and no need for the operator to hold a
lever to drop the cutting units, because a detented lift valve provides a hit-to-drop function
for the cutting units.

The Taro Company/952-888-8801
For information, circle 155

EQUIPMENT TRAILER
bil-jax inc.'s Workforce 5,OOO-lb.Escalate equipment trailer's entire bed lowers to the ground to
make loading easier and cut safety risks for crew. One person can load equipment with
trailer attached to the towing vehicle because the bed uses a hydraulic cylinder.
Ramp grade is only 6 degrees so lower profile units can be
loaded. The trailer features tie-downs, heavy-duty powder coat
finish, and a low center of gravity. Hydraulic-surge or electric
brakes are available.

bil-jax/419-445-8915
For information, circle 156
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